STUDENTS DIED AT VIRGINIA TECH BECAUSE OUR
GOVERNMENT FAILED TO ACT!
by John P. Flannery*

If the law had been
followed, Cho would
never have had these
guns to kill anyone!

INTRODUCTION

Thirty-two students and faculty died and twenty-five others were
wounded at Virginia Tech in the largest handgun bloodbath in our

* Mr. Flannery, who was the pro se clerk for the Second Circuit, United States Court of
Appeals, appointed by the late Circuit Judge Paul R. Hays, is a former federal prosecutor from
the Southern District of New York, former Special Counsel to the United States Senate Judiciary
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he is now in private practice with the law firm of Campbell Miller Zimmerman, PC; he can be
reached at JonFlan@aol.com.
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nation's history, which left the 2,600-acre university campus "desolate
and preternaturally quiet"'
The students and their instructors died or suffered serious injuries
because elected officials in the federal and state government have
been recklessly indifferent to the deathly danger of high-powered
handguns and the availability of high capacity ammunition clips. In
essence, these elected officials cared too little about who got to have
and use these treacherous weapons.
It is undisputable that that the introduction of a gun into any act
of aggression makes the resulting violence lethal and at a distance that
protects the assailant. What better illustration could we have that our
government is failing us than to have students shot dead in a classroom where they expected to learn and not to die.
This failure to act has been so devastating that more than 100
Mayors from across the country banded together, as "Mayors against
Illegal Guns," to fill the "law and order" vacuum created by the federal and state governments that allowed illegal guns to endanger their
citizens.3 The Mayors maintain a website, where the coalition cities
are identified as they scroll across the screen. The website publicizes
information about those cities' legislative reform agendas and the federal lawsuit filed by New York Mayor Michael R. Bloomberg against
fifteen allegedly illegal gun dealers in five states, including Virginia,
who have created a "public nuisance" in New York City.4 Mayor
Bloomberg calls these illegal gun dealers "rogues" and his civil suit
1 See Christine Hauser & Anahad O'Connor, Virginia Tech Shooting Leaves 33 Dead, N.Y.
TIMES, April 16, 2007, availableat http://www.nytimes.com/2007/04/16/us/16cnd-shooting.html?_
r=l&oref=slogin. The Virginia Tech shooting was the most tragic compared to other campus
killings. In 1966, at the University of Texas, Charles Whitman climbed to the twenty-eighth floor
observation deck and opened fire, killing sixteen people. In the Columbine High attack in 1999,
two teenagers killed twelve fellow students and a teacher before killing themselves. In August
2007, the Virginia Tech Panel presented its 246-page report including appendices to Virginia
Governor Timothy M. Kaine. See Virginia Tech Review Panel, Report of the Review Panel: Mass
Shootings at Virginia Tech, (2007), available at http://www.governor.virginia.gov/TempContent/
techPanelReport-docs/FullReport.pdf.
2 See infra Parts II, IV, VI.
3 See Donovan Slack, Menino Tells Mayors to Band Together Against Guns, BOSTON
GLOBE, Jan. 23, 2007, available at http://www.boston.com/news/globe/city-region/breakingnews/2007/01/menino tells-ma_1.html.
4 See City of N.Y. v. A-1 Jewelry & Pawn, Inc., 501 F. Supp. 2d 369 (E.D.N.Y. 2007) (setting a trial date for January 2008 after holding that the out-of-state gun distributors did have
minimum contacts with the City of New York to be subject to the personal jurisdiction of New
York courts). See generally Mayors Against Illegal Guns, http://www.mayorsagainstillegalguns.
org/html/home/home.shtml (last visited Oct. 27, 2007).
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sought to: 1) stop these gun dealers from selling illegal guns, and 2) to
recover money damages based on the "near-daily stream of incidents
in which City residents, City police officers and City visitors are shot
dead or wounded by illegally-possessed handguns." 5
The impact of the Virginia Tech shootings was explained best by
Michael Daly, a popular New York columnist, who bitterly asked
Virginians, shortly after the shootings, "Still love those guns, Virginia?" 6 He decried the fact that "the shooting was in the heart of the
campus, which suddenly felt like the bleeding heart of the whole
nation."7 He added, however, somewhat more compassionately, "We
certainly have enough parents in New York who know all too well
what the families of Virginia Tech will be suffering."8
I.

THE FACTS OF THE VIRGINIA TECH KILLINGS

While the media has provided several stories about the Virginia
Tech shootings,9 the most reliable account of what happened-certain
conclusions notwithstanding-is the Report of the Virginia Tech
Review Panel, commissioned by Virginia Governor Kaine.' ° This
Article focuses on the background of the disturbed killer, and how he
obtained the means to destroy classmates and instructors on April 16,
2007, despite the fact that it was unlawful for him to have a handgun
at all.
A.

The Shooter

Seung Hui Cho was an angry and disturbed college student. During his tenure at Virginia Tech, Cho showed himself to be a loner who
was withdrawn from those around him." Cho was also the type of
person who had had suicidal and homicidal ideations as early as the
5 Complaint at 2, 4, A-I Jewelry & Pawn, 501 F. Supp. 2d 369.
6 Michael Daly, Yes, Virginia, Guns Kill Innocents, N.Y. DAILY NEWS, Apr. 17, 2007, at 23,
available at 2007 WLNR 7774996.
7 Id.
8 Id.

9 See, e.g., Sue Lindsey, 33 Dead in Virginia Tech Shooting, SEATTLE TIMES, April 16, 2007,
available at http://seattletimes.nwsource.com/htm/nationworld/2003668316_webvatechl6.html;
Ian Shapira & Tom Jackman, Gunman Kills 32 at Virginia Tech in Deadliest Shooting in U.S.
History, WASH. POST, April 17, 2007, at Al, available at 2007 WLNR 7392567; Alex Johnson,
Worst U.S. Shooting Ever Kills 33 on Va. Campus (April 17, 2007), http://www.msnbc.msn.com/
id/18134671.
10 Virginia Tech Review Panel, supra note 1.
11 Id.at 41.
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eighth grade and who stabbed at the carpet in a female student's room
in the presence of his college suitemates 1 2 In addition, Cho also took
inappropriate pictures of his female college classmates from a camera
under his desk, wrote poetry that was all about violence, and thus was
individually counseled, and identified as a Virginia Tech student with
problems.13 In response to being asked to cease his conduct, Cho emailed a suitemate stating that "I might as well kill myself now."' 4
B.

The Commitment and Cho's Mental Illness

Virginia Tech conducted an assessment and pre-screen interview
of Cho at 8:15 p.m. on December 13, 2005.15 A licensed clinical social
worker for New River Valley Community Services Board (CSB) interviewed Cho and a police officer, as well as Cho's roommate and his
suitemate.1 6 The social worker found that Cho was "mentally ill," was
an imminent danger to himself or others, and was not willing to be
treated voluntarily.17 She recommended involuntary hospitalization
and indicated that the CSB could assist with treatment. 8 The social
worker then located a psychiatric bed, as required by state law, at St.
Albans Behavioral Health Center at the Carilion New River Valley
Medical Center. 9 When Cho was admitted to this hospital overnight,
he denied that he was violent but admitted that he did have access to a
firearm.20
The hearing concerning Cho's psychological condition was held
on December 14, 2005 before Special Justice Paul M. Barnett of the
Montgomery County General District Court.2 ' The Justice considered
various source materials and heard from Cho himself. He concluded
that Cho "presents an imminent danger to himself as a result of
mental illness" and ordered "O-P [outpatient treatment]-to follow all
22
recommended treatments.
12 Id. at 42.

13 Id. at 21-30, 43, 47.
14 Id. at 47.
15 Id.
16 Virginia Tech Review Panel, supra note 1, at 47.
17 Id.
18 Id.
19 Id. at 20.
20 Id. at 47.
21 Id. at 48.
22 Virginia Tech Review Panel, supra note 1, at 48.
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After these events, the warning signs kept piling up. Cho subsequently wrote a paper for his creative writing class about "a young
man who hated the students at his school and planned to kill them and
himself," saying, among other things, "I hate my life ...This is it...
This is when you die with me. '23 Another professor alerted a dean
about Cho's distressing conduct but nothing happened, not even the
counseling that the professor recommended.2 4
C.

The Federal Gun Control Act, the Virginia Code, and Mental
Defectives

The Special Justice's finding should have barred Cho's subsequent gun purchases. The Federal Gun Control Act, first passed in
1968,25 makes it unlawful for a person to buy a gun if that person "has
been adjudicated as a mental defective or.. . has been committed to a
mental institution."26 The Code of Federal Regulations defines "adjudicated as a mental defective" as "[a] determination by a court, board,
commission, or other lawful authority that a person, as a result of...
mental illness ...[i]s a danger to himself or to others. "27 Thus, since a
Special Justice found that Cho "presents an imminent danger to himself as a result of his mental illness," under the Federal Gun Control
Act, Cho should never have been allowed to buy a handgun.2 8
In addition, the Virginia Code provides that the clerk shall certify
and forward to the Central Criminal Records Exchange (CCRE) "a
copy of any order for involuntary admission to a facility. ' 29 A "facility" is defined as inclusive of "outpatient mental health."3
But this is the rub: no record was forwarded to the CCRE. This
information was not passed on to the FBI. The FBI nevertheless
issued a press release, as of April 19, 2007, stating that only twentytwo states report any mental health information to the federal
database and cited Virginia "as the state that provided the most information on people disqualified due to mental deficiency."3 1 Virginia
23 Id. at 23-24.
24 Id.

at 24.

25 See 18 U.S.C. § 92 2(g).
26 See id.

27 See 27 C.F.R. § 478.11.
28 See 18 U.S.C. § 922(g)(4).
29 See VA. CODE ANN. § 37.2-819.

30 See id. § 37.2-100.
31 Virginia Tech Review Panel, supra note 1, at 73.
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provided the "most" information and yet failed to provide anything
about Cho.
D.

The Gun Purchases

On February 2, 2007, Cho ordered a .22 caliber Walther P22
handgun online from TGSCOM, Inc.3 2 On February 9, 2007, he
picked up the handgun from J-N-D Pawnbrokers in Blacksburg, Virginia, across the street from the University? 3 When he picked up the
gun, Cho had to fill out a form, ATF 4473, asking him, "Have you ever
been adjudicated mentally defective?" 34 The Governor's Commission
was not allowed to see the form that Cho completed; they were told
that Cho said he had not been so "adjudicated. '35 However, a check
of the federal system turned up absolutely nothing because the clerk
had never forwarded the State information about the adjudication of
Cho's dangerousness.3 6 Cho also had to fill out a Virginia Firearms
Transaction Record (SP 65). The State did not allow the Commission
to inspect that form either, but represented that Cho had said "no" a
second time.37 Thus, Cho, a person who was found to present an
imminent danger to himself, received the first handgun without any
objection.38
On March 13, 2007, Cho went on to purchase another handgun, a
9-mm Glock 19 handgun, and a box of fifty full metal jacket practice
rounds at Roanoke Firearms. 39 Cho waited the thirty days required in
Virginia to purchase the second handgun.4 ° The store check turned up
no mental health commitment-for the reasons already indicated.
That is how Cho obtained the second weapon that he should never
have possessed.

32 Id.
33 Id.
34 Id.; see also id. at app. 1-2.
35 Id. at 73.

36 Virginia Tech Review Panel, supra note 1, at 73.
37 Id.

38 Id.; see also id. at app. 1-8.
39 Id. at 24.
40 Id.
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Ammunition & Magazines

On March 22 and 23, Cho bought five ten-round magazines.4
Then, on March 31, he bought several fifteen-round magazines.42
With these fifteen-round magazines loaded, Cho would be able to fire
fifteen rounds, eject the magazine, and reload in a matter of
moments.43
Cho would never have been able to get his hands on that kind of
ammunition if a critical gun control law had not been allowed to
expire. The Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act (the
Assault Weapons Ban) of 1994 banned not only automatic weapons,
but also high-capacity ammunition magazines that held more than ten
rounds (except for military or police use).'
The Act made the
magazines unlawful to transfer or possess. 45 Law enforcement

"credit[ed] the [assault weapons] ban with helping drive down the
crime rate to record-low levels" and "[s]everal dozen police chiefs
from around the country converged on Washington ... to lobby mem46
bers of Congress to reauthorize the ban" when it was due to expire.
"We cannot afford a repeat of the carnage on our streets in the '70s
and 80s," Los Angeles Police Chief Bill Bratton reportedly said, "We
47
need sanity in our gun laws.
The Consumer Federation of America added that, if the ban did
lapse, "assault weapons [would] be more lethal and less expensive"
and police might "be forced to adopt a more militaristic approach" as
greater numbers of firearms flooded the market.4 8 However, the
National Rifle Association ("NRA") insisted that the ban be allowed
to expire: "We have come too far in the past 10 years not to pull out
all the stops in the next week and a half to ensure this ban expires as
Congress intended, and becomes nothing more than a sad footnote in
41 Id.

42 Virginia Tech Review Panel, supra note 1, at 74.
43 Id.

44 18 U.S.C.A. § 922. See generally Violent Crime and Law Enforcement Act of 1994, Pub.
L. No. 103-322, 108 Stat. 1796 (codified as amended in scattered sections of 2, 8, 11, 12, 15, 16, 18,
20, 21, 26, 28, 31, 36, 42, 48, and 49 U.S.C.A.).
45 18 U.S.C.A. § 922.
46 See Shannon McCaffrey, Gun-Makers Ready for End of Assault Ban, PH1ILA. INQUIRER,
Sept. 13, 2004, at Al, available at 2004 WLNR 19369820.
47 Id.
48 See Dan Eggen, Enthusiasts Eye Assault Rifles as Ban Nears End, WASH. POST, Sept. 8,

2004, at A3.
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America's history."49 NRA Spokesman Andrew Arulanandam
reportedly said, "Politicians remember history, and they remember
that a number of high-profile politicians lost their jobs as a result of
this ban."5
Congress allowed the weapons ban to lapse in October 2004.
Thus, the magazines were not outlawed in 2007 when Cho bought several high capacity magazines. When Cho entered Norris Hall, he had
almost 400 bullets in magazines and loose ammunition.5
F. The Shootings
On April 16, 2007, at about 7:15 a.m. at the West Ambler Johnston residential hall, Cho shot and killed Emily Hilscher and Ryan
Christopher Clark.52 The police responded to the scene, but no one
was taken into custody.53 At 9:26 a.m., two hours and fifteen minutes
after the first shooting, the Virginia Tech Administration sent an email to staff, faculty and students about the first shooting.5 4
About two-and-a-half hours after the first shooting, and about
ten minutes after the e-mail was circulated, Cho started shooting in
Room 206 in Norris Hall killing nine and wounding three of the thirteen students in that room. 5 Cho then went across the hall and
entered Room 207, a German class.56 Cho shot the teacher, as well as
the students near the front of the classroom, and then started walking
down the aisle shooting other students.57
Cho then left the classroom and walked into the hallway. In the
meantime, students in Room 205 heard gunshots and barricaded the
door.59 Cho fired through the door.6 °
As the tragic event unfolded further, in Room 211, the teacher
asked a student to call 911 on her cell phone. 61 The students shoved a
49 Id.
50 Id.

51 Virginia Tech Review Panel, supra note 1, at 74.
52 Id. at 78.
53 Id. at 25.
54 Id. at 26.

55 Id. at 27.
56 Id.
57 Virginia Tech Review Panel, supra note 1, at 27.
58
59
60
61

Id.

Id.
Id.
Id.
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desk in front of the door but Cho pushed past it.6 2 Cho then walked
down the row of desks shooting people.63 The student with the cell
phone was shot in the leg.64 Another student picked up the cell phone
and begged the police to hurry.65 Cho heard her speak and shot her,
grazing her head twice.66 She played dead while holding the phone
under her head with the line open.67 Three of the students pretended
to be dead and managed to survive.68 Meanwhile, police outside tried
but failed to shoot open the locks that Cho affixed to the three doors
69
at Norris Hall.
Cho then went back to room 207, the German class, where two
injured students and two that were not injured managed to hold the
door shut with their feet and hands. 7 ° In response, Cho returned to
the French class and opened fire on the students there again.71
At about 9:45 am, five minutes into the siege, a janitor saw Cho
loading his gun and thus was able to escape.72 How many others
might have escaped while Cho was re-loading if Cho had not had fifteen round magazines?
Cho also tried to enter Room 204, where an engineering professor braced his body against the door, taking Cho's shots himself and
losing his life, while saving many students who had time to escape
through the window. 73 Tragically, two students did not escape the carnage and were shot by Cho.74 What if Cho had to load his gun at that
time? Might they have escaped?
Cho then returned to Room 206 to shoot the survivors.7 ' At that
time, the police finally used a shotgun to break the locks and stormed
the second floor.7 6
62 Id.

63 Virginia Tech Review Panel, supra note 1, at 27.
64 Id.
65 Id.
66 Id.
67 Id.
68 Id.
69 Virginia Tech Review Panel, supra note 1, at 27.
70 Id.
71 Id.
72 Id.
73 Id.
74 Id.

75 Virginia Tech Review Panel, supra note 1, at 27-28.
76 Id. at 28.
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At 9:50 a.m., the administration sent a second e-mail warning the
campus: "A gunman is loose on campus. Stay in buildings until further notice. Stay away from all windows." Four loudspeakers blasted
this same message.77
At 9:51 a.m., Cho shot himself in the head.7 8
II.

VIRGINIA FAILED TO FOLLOW THE EXISTING LAW

Virginia failed to keep records that would have barred Cho from
buying the weapons that wreaked such havoc. That failure is the reason why so many died that day.
Congress is also to blame because it allowed a law to lapse that
would have barred the larger magazines that facilitated Cho's killing
spree. Some might have been spared-like the janitor-if Cho had to
re-load during his killing spree.
In any case, it is clear that Virginia's gun control laws cannot
keep Virginia residents safe from these weapons of destruction. Virginia has no law requiring gun registration. You can buy a gun a
month in Virginia.79 If you buy firearms from a licensed dealer in Virginia, you have to pass a criminal background check." However,
there is no such rule for buying weapons from unlicensed dealers at
gun shows, a loophole that both congressional and state legislation
should close (but the bills containing provisions unsatisfactory to the
NRA have been strenuously and obstinately blocked by the NRA).81'
Unfortunately, there are too few public officials across the nation,
either in state or federal government, who have shown the political
courage to resist the National Rifle Association's incessant bullying of
elected officials.82 The NRA demands, in essence, that every individual be granted unrestricted access to as many guns as possible.

77 Id.
78 Id.

18.2-308.2:2(P).
80 Id. § 18.2-308.2:2(A).
81 See, e.g., Tim Craig, Ban on Sale of Guns to Mentally Ill is Expanded; Kaine Targets Some
Ordered to Obtain Outpatient Support, WASH. POST, May 1, 2007, at B1.
82 See Sheryl Gay Stolberg, Senate Leaders Scuttle Gun Bill Over Changes, N.Y. TIMES,
Mar. 3, 2004, at A3, available at 2004 WLNR 14939115.
79 VA. CODE ANN. §
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ASSERTS A "RIGHT" THAT DOES NOT EXIST

Former Chief Justice Warren Burger, said that "[n]othing out83
rages me more than the conduct of the National Rifle Association
for, on this issue of the individual right to bear arms, the Chief Justice
said, "[t]he notion that registering gun purchases somehow violates
the Constitution is unmitigated nonsense., 84 The New York Times
lamented that "[t]he chief obstacle to saner gun control remains the
obstructionism of the NRA, whose extremist views and rhetoric
should offend Americans fed up with all the gunfire.""5
The text of the Second Amendment, on which the NRA bases its
rhetoric, reads simply as follows: "A well regulated militia being necessary to the security of a free state, the right of the people to keep
and bear arms shall not be infringed."8 6 This Amendment is prefaced
and limited by its purpose: to protect the sovereignty and thus the
"security" of the several states by a militia from the armed forces of
the then newly formed federal government.8 7
As reflected in our Declaration of Independence, in 1776 the
early colonies were concerned about any "standing armies. '88 The
Declaration of Independence objected that the King had "kept among
us, in Times of Peace, Standing Armies, without the consent of our
Legislatures," that the King had "affected to render the Military independent of, and superior to the Civil Power," that there was the
"quartering [of] large Bodies of locks of Armed Troops among us,"
and the military was protected, "by a mock trial, from punishment for
any murders which they should commit on the Inhabitants of these
states," and thus had the King "abdicated Government here, by
83 William H. Rentschler, Warren Burger: Portraitof a Legal Titan, USA TODAY, Nov. 1,
1995 (Magazine), at 88, available at 1995 WLNR 3163657.
84 Id.
85 Editorial, Desperate Rhetoric from the NRA, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 14, 2000, at A22, available at 2000 WLNR 3247655. Cf Fox Butterfield, Terror in Oklahoma: Echoes of the NRA; Rifle
Association has Long Practicein Railing Against FederalAgents, N.Y. TIMES, May 8, 1995, at 17,
available at 1995 WLNR 3774626 (quoting former NRA vice president Neal Knox as saying the
purpose of laws restricting gun ownership "is the ultimate confiscation of all guns this country;
that's the real agenda of the anti-gun lobby," and that the the assassinations of President Kennedy and Martin Luther King Jr. possibly "were part of a conspiracy to enact gun control" and
"could have been created for the purpose of disarming the people of the free world").
86 U.S. CONST. amend. II.
87 Id.
88 THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE para. 11 (U.S. 1776).
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declaring us [Americans] out of his protection and [by] waging War
against us." 9
One of the political leaders of that time, Alexander Hamilton,
wanted a strong federal government with war powers, that would supplant the weak and ineffective Confederation of States then in place.9"
Several events gave urgency to Hamilton's dream of a strong central
government. One of these events was the fact that the states were not
making their contributions to the Confederation of States and that
public debt was accumulating." Additionally, in the summer and fall
of 1786, farmers were brandishing revolutionary muskets in and
around Springfield, Massachusetts that "struck fear in the hearts of
aristocrats."92 Revolutionary War veterans led by Captain Dan Shays
demanded cheap paper money, lighter taxes, and the suspension of
bank foreclosures of their farms.93 The farmers hoped to succeed by
shutting down the courts that were foreclosing on their property. 94 In
response, the Massachusetts government raised a militia, underwritten
by the creditors of the farmers, to put down Shays' rebellion and to
open the courts. 95 This resulted in the death and wounding of the
Shaysites and a death sentence for Captain Shays (who was later
pardoned).9 6
However, even given these events, Hamilton's plan unnerved
many states who feared a homegrown "standing army" that might
imperil the hard-fought liberty that they had secured with some great
difficulty.97 Colonel Mason, a delegate to the constitutional convention, afterwards "wished the [constitutional] plan had been prefaced
with a Bill of Rights," as this "would give great quiet to the people,
and with the aid of the state declarations, a bill might be prepared in a
few hours." 98
89 Id. at para. 11-15, 24.
90 THE FEDERALIST No.

22 (Alexander Hamilton).
7 (Alexander Hamilton).

91 Id.; THE FEDERALIST No.

92 See THOMAS A. BAILEY, THE AMERICAN PAGEANT-A HISTORY OF THE REPU3LIC 136-

37 (D.C Heath and Company 2d ed. 1961).
93 Id.
94 Id.
95 Id.
96 Id.

97 Id. at 144-45.
98 EDWARD J. LARSON & MICHAEL P. WINSHIP, THE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION:
NARRATIVE HISTORY FROM THE NOTES OF JAMES MADISON

149-50

(Modern Library

2005).
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Mr. Sherman disagreed, insisting "[t]he state declarations of
rights are not repealed by this Constitution and, being in force, are
sufficient." 99
Colonel Mason, however, was not satisfied as "[t]he laws of the
United States are to be paramount to [the] state bill of rights."' ° The
public debate that ensued led to the Second Amendment in the Bill of
Rights.
When the United States Supreme Court later discussed the Second Amendment, it explained this right as a collective right residing in
the States.1"' The Court found that this was not an individual right to
bear arms, as the right only had a collective purpose in relation to the
10 2
formation and maintenance of a militia by the several states.
In the first Second Amendment case to make it to the U.S.
Supreme Court, United States v. Cruikshank, the plaintiff charged that
0 3
blacks had been deprived of their constitutional right to bear arms."
The Court dismissed that charge, finding that "[t]his is not a right
granted by the Constitution," and that this Second Amendment right
"has no other effect than to restrict the powers of the national
10 4
government.'
In a subsequent case, Presser v. Illinois,"5 the Court addressed
the question of whether paramilitary organizations could be constitutionally barred from drilling or parading without a license.10 6 The
Court found that this conduct was not "an attribute of national citizenship." ' 7 The Court added that these matters are "under the control of the government of every country" and "cannot be claimed as a
right independent of law."'0 8
Subsequently, in Miller v. Texas, the Court found nothing unconstitutional about a state statute "prohibiting the carrying of dangerous
99 Id. at 150.
100 Id.
101 United States v. Miller, 307 U.S. 174, 178 (1939) (holding that Second Amendment
analysis must be conducted in light of the framers purpose to "assure the continuation and
render possible the effectiveness of" militia forces).
102 Id.
103 United States v. Cruikshank, 92 U.S. 542, 544-45 (1875).
104 Id. at 553.
105 116 U.S. 252 (1886).

106 Presser v. Illinois, 116 U.S. 252, 261-62 (1886).
107 Id. at 267.
108 Id.
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The Court based its reasoning on the fact that the Sec-

ond Amendment does not apply to the States.' a
Finally, in United States v. Miller, the leading case on the Second
Amendment, the U.S. Supreme Court upheld the National Firearms
Act of 1934 as constitutional.'
The Court rejected the defense's
argument that regulating the transfer of firearms and imposing a
transfer tax usurped the police power reserved to the States. 11 2 In
upholding the Act, the Court concluded that the weapon at issue did
not have "some reasonable relationship
to the preservation or effin3
ciency of a well regulated militia.""
In accord with the National Defense Act of 1916, the "militia"
has since been supplanted by the National Guard." 4 Thus, it is a fair
characterization that the protections contemplated by the Second
Amendment are mostly, if not entirely, obsolete. After all, the
National Defense Act transformed the militia from an individual state
service into a division of the United States Army that could be sum5
moned by the President in a case of war or national emergency."
IV.

THE

NRA

HAS COMPROMISED OUR SAFETY

Beginning with the false legal assertion that the right to bear arms

was an individual and not a collective right, the NRA has advanced
many propositions over the years that have compromised our individual safety.
The NRA opposed the regulation of mail order guns, the type of

gun used to assassinate President Kennedy." 6 Before he became
President, Senator Kennedy fought to ban from the United States the
$12.78 Mannlicher-Carcano Italian rifle that killed him." 7 After Kennedy's assassination, Senator Thomas Dodd offered a bill to ban mailorder weapons, but the NRA started moving, and stopped that bill
dead in its tracks. 118 After the death of Martin Luther King and Rob109 Miller v. Texas, 153 U.S. 535, 538 (1894).
110 Id.
111 United States v. Miller, 307 U.S. 174, 177-78 (1939).
112 Id. at 178.
113 Id.
114 National Defense Act of 1916, 39 Stat. 166.
115 Id.
116 The Gun Under Fire, TIME, June 21, 1968, available at http://www.time.com/time/
magazine/article/0,9171,900177-1,00.html.
117 Id.
118 Id.
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ert Kennedy, Congress passed a watered down gun bill that was so
weak that President Johnson almost vetoed the measure. I' 9
The NRA has also supported armor-piercing bullets that could
penetrate a law enforcement officer's protective vest-these bullets
are known as "cop-killer" bullets.1 2 ° The NRA also opposed the ban
on assault weapons, and then opposed the renewal of the ban when it
was about to sunset in 2004.121
Additionally, the NRA has sought immunity for gun manufacturers from civil litigation for the damage that their guns allegedly
caused. Idaho Republican Senator Larry Craig, an NRA Board member,'2 2 sought to protect gun manufacturers from lawsuits charging
either 1) negligent marketing of their products in ways that made
them readily available to criminals, or 2) failing to include safety features. 123 This was reportedly the No. 1 legislative priority of the NRA.
NRA President Wayne LaPierre has reportedly stated that "It's a historic piece of legislation.' 1 24 Backers of the measure said, as incredible as this may sound, that this bill was necessary to keep the
American arms industry in business. 25
V.

SOME FEW HAVE FOUGHT

To

PROTECT Us

Only the banding together of Mayors of Cities from across the
nation has given this nation's citizens any hope that our government
still cares to keep us safe. The fact that Mayors have had to form a
coalition to protect their citizens from gun violence signifies that there
is a tragic failing of duty and service to general welfare at the federal
and state level of government.
119 Id.
120 David Kairys, On Guns, Lawmakers are Accountable, PHILA. INQUIRER, Oct. 17, 2006,
at B02, available at 2006 WLNR 17969124.
121 Kevin Johnson, As Slayings of Cops Rise, a New Brutality Surfaces: "Hunter" Mentality
Among Killers Raises Concern Across USA, USA TODAY, Oct. 15, 2007, at 1A,available at 2007
WLNR 20215796.
122 Larry Craig, Biography, http://craig.senate.gov/lec-biography.cfm (last visited Oct. 27,
2007).
123 Seth Stern, Bill on Gun Liability Completed, CONG. Q. WEEKLY, Oct. 22, 2005, available at 2005 WLNR 17490992.
124 Sheryl Gay Stolberg, Congress Passes New Legal Shield for Gun Industry, N.Y. TIMES,
Oct. 21, 2005, at Al, available at 2005 WLNR 17052048.
125 Id.
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MANY HAVE ALLOWED THEMSELVES TO BE COERCED

Any political figure who opposes the NRA's own-a-gun agenda
runs the risk of the NRA massing its resources to dispatch that official's political career. While there is abundant commentary critiquing
the corrosive effect of campaign financing and high-pressure lobbying
tactics, the "reforms" have done little to change how we conduct our
public business.
Rudy Giuliani, the former Mayor of New York City, was transformed into a national hero for his leadership on September 11, 2001,
in response to the Taliban's attack on the World Trade Center. 126 Giuliani called for the "national registration of guns" in his inaugural
address as Mayor, favored a waiting period to buy guns, endorsed a
national assault weapons ban, and rightly criticized the NRA for
"go[ing] way overboard. ' 127 On his radio show, then Mayor Giuliani
said that "[i]t really is absolutely astounding that the NRA continues
128
to have influence in areas in which they make no sense at all.'
Mayor Giuliani even filed a civil action in federal court seeking "compensatory damages and injunctive relief against . . . gun manufacturers, distributors, and sellers of handguns and other firearms" because
of how they did business and in such a fashion that, he charged, they
"forseeably injure[d] the City and its residents. '129 But all of that was
before the Mayor sought his party's presidential nomination.
At a recent NRA convention, Mayor Giuliani, unashamedly
reversed his position on gun control, and endorsed wholeheartedly the
unbridled right to have a gun, calling for "a renewed emphasis on the
13
Second Amendment.""
Giuliani pandered to the NRA, because he
wanted the NRA's support for his presidential candidacy. 3 ' I do not
126 Harold Evans, Sir Rudy, GUARDIAN, Nov. 16, 2001, available at http://www.guardian.
co.uk/wtccrash/story/O,,595523,00.html.
127 Andrea Bernstein, Giulianito Face NRA, Record on Gun Control (NPR radio broadcast Sept. 21, 2007), available at http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyd=14586569.
128 Michael Powell, When Giuliani Filled the Air, Pulling Punches With No One, N.Y.
TIMES, Oct. 5, 2007, at Al, available at 2007 WLNR 19492609.
129 See Complaint at 2, Giuliani v. Arms Tech., No. CV 00 3641 (E.D. N.Y. filed June 20,
2000), available at http://www.nyed.uscourts.gov/pub/rulings/cv/2000/OOcv3641comp.pdf.
130 Alec MacGillis, Giuliani'sSpeech at NRA Doesn't Reassure Skeptics, WASH. POST,Sept.
22, 2007, at Al.
131 See Jonah Goldberg, Rudy's Gun Sellout: A Sorry Panderto the NRA, N.Y. POST, Sept.
27, 2007, at 41 (charging that "there was no way he could say anything remotely pleasing to the
audience and remain consistent to his record"); Marc Santora, Giuliani,Before NRA, Defends
Gun Law Stance and Right to Bear Arms, N.Y. TIMES, Sept. 22, 2007, at A13, available at 2007
WLNR 18596063.
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mean to single out Mayor Giuliani unfairly. He is far from alone in
the category of "candidates coerced to conform". If Mayor Giuliani
had been a life-long member of the NRA and on its Board of Directors, he would still have to prove himself to the NRA and still have to
conform to the NRA agenda.
President George H.W. Bush, a former NRA Board member, ran
afoul of the NRA when, in 1989, he issued an Executive Order banning the import of semi-automatic rifles. 132 In response, the NRA
refused to endorse President Bush when he ran for re-election in
1992.13' The NRA would have us believe that their slight of President
Bush may have been a factor in President William Jefferson Clinton's
election, but they disregard the fact that President Clinton bashed
President Bush for not doing more to keep us safe from assault
weapons.134

President Clinton, once elected, threw his weight behind the
Brady bill and a more extensive ban on assault weapons that passed in
1994.135 On its website, the NRA takes credit for converting Congress
into a Republican majority in the 1994 mid-term election because this
assault weapon ban became law. 136 However, the public that turned
so many Democrats out of the House may have done so for imposing
taxes on the voters instead of for protecting citizens from assault
weapons, as reflected by the fact that they rebuffed Republican efforts
to make the gun laws lax after the mid-term elections.
This assault weapons ban also contributed to the NRA's overthe-top rhetoric attacking the government, which was delivered just
before 170 people were killed in the collapse of a government building
in the Oklahoma City bombing. The rhetoric consisted of a fund-raising letter written by the NRA's Wayne R. LaPierre, Jr., charging that
132

Richard Simon, Makers Embrace End of Gun Ban, WICHITA EAGLE, Sept. 13, 2004, at

1A, available at 2004 WLNR 19521142. There was a shooting in a schoolyard in Stockton, California in January 1989 in which 5 students were killed and others were wounded by an AK-47
assault rifle from China. See David C. Anderson, Curriculum, Culture and Community: The
Challengeof School Violence, 24 CRIME & JUST. 317, 319 (1998). See also Jay Matthews, Massacre Boosts Sales of Assault Rifle, WASH. POST, Jan. 24, 1989.
133 See Michael Isikoff, House Rejects Gun Ban, WASH. POST, Oct. 18, 1991.
134 In truth and fact, the recession and the President's reversal on the question of taxes may
have had a more telling effect on the outcome of the election rendering a plurality to Arkansas
Governor William Jefferson Clinton than the discussion of the assault weapons ban.
135 Michael Doyle, Number of Licensed Firearms Dealers Drops Sharply Amid Gun-Control Laws, KAN. CITY STAR, Aug. 16, 2007, at A5, available at 2007 WLNR 15827382.
136 Katharine Q. Seelye, Gingrich and NRA Will Delay Effort to Repeal Ban on Assault
Weapons, N.Y. TIMES, Jan. 28, 1995, at 7, available at 1995 WLNR 3795330.
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President Clinton's ban on assault weapons "gives jackbooted Government thugs more power to take away our constitutional rights,
break in our doors, seize our guns, destroy our property and even
injure and kill us. ' 13 7 While Mr. LaPierre had in mind the excesses of
Ruby Ridge, Waco and the Branch Davidians, that's not what the context of Oklahoma suggested. 38 At that time, the assault weapons ban
was not lifted. Even in Virginia, there was gun reform. Citizens could
only buy one gun a month.1 39 Yes, that was an improvement over buying as many as you wished every day or month.
The public's preference for gun safety was, however, soon overrun by a more malleable Congress, in 2004, when it allowed the
assault weapons ban to lapse. 40 When Congress allowed the assault
weapons ban to lapse, it allowed persons to have not only assault
weapons but magazines that held fifteent bullets-the kind of
magazines that Cho used.
What happened at Virginia Tech, Columbine, Stockton, and many
other killing fields that we could deconstruct and analyze, is that guns
killed people because they were too easily accessible, and that, absent
those weapons, some or all of those people might still be alive.
VII.

WHERE WE

Go FROM

HERE

We must consider what may be done to correct this policy disaster that endangers our children. While there are battles in court, and
hearings in our legislatures, this wrong will not be set right without
educating the public in the wake of Virginia Tech and exhorting them
to lobby their elected officials to make our children safer.
Thomas Jefferson once said that "[t]he people are the only censors of their governors." 4' 1 He added that, "[t]he spirit of resistance to
government is so valuable on certain occasions, that I wish it to be
'
Jefferson was concerned, if the people were
always kept alive."142
137 See Butterfield, supra note 85.
138 Id.

139 See Barry Meier, California Bill Would Limit Handgun Buyers to 1 a Month, N.Y.
TIMES, July 2, 1999, at A13, available at 1999 WLNR 2808254.
140 Fox Butterfield, With Ban Lifted, Some Gun Shoppers Find Lower Prices, N.Y. TIMES,
Sept. 16, 2004, at A23, available at 2004 WLNR 5465269.
141 DUMAS MALONE, JEFFERSON AND THE RicHTs OF MAN 158 (1951).
142 Id.
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inattentive that the officers of government, including himself, would
1 43

become wolves.

We have seen the Commission report recommending that the
Commonwealth cure the failure to report Cho's mental condition. It
was this failure that allowed Cho to obtain guns that he should never
have had. It should be our hope that the next time we report mental
incompetence or incapacity, it is in fact forwarded to the FBI so that a
gun will not be sold to that troubled person, and innocents may be
spared.
However, there is also the possibility that Cho's successor might
do something else to obtain a gun, perhaps use a straw man to pose as
the buyer. Are we prepared to address that possibility in legislation?
In fact, Cho's successor might choose to bypass the entire process and
attend a gun show, so as not to submit to any check at all. Why do we
leave that gaping hole? Are we prepared to close this loophole with
legislation?
In addition, Cho's successor could still get the same ammunition
that Cho obtained -as there would be no check on his mental capacity
when selling him ammunition; 14 4 although there should be. Cho's successor could also get the high-capacity magazines by which he could
load less and kill more. Are we prepared to deal with this in
legislation?
We are discouraged because we see in the Commonwealth of Virginia a resistance to do what needs to be done. We presume and
observe a similar failing in other states and in the United States Congress. Thus, we need a major shift in legislative attitude from deferring to whatever the NRA wants, to serving and protecting our
nation's collective safety.
When the Mayor of New York City was gathering evidence in
Virginia through investigators to show that gun dealers were making
what appeared to be straw man purchases, allowing sales to a person
who was lawful but who was fronting for someone who was not lawful,
the Commonwealth did not seek to rout out those bad gun dealers.
Instead, the Commonwealth of Virginia passed a law to protect the
illegal gun dealers from detection, making it a crime to catch the evildoers.1 45 Now isn't that a backward way to protect the people?
143 Id. at 159.

144 Virginia Tech Review Panel, supra note 1, at 74.
145 See VA. CODE § 18.2-308.2.
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Aren't we concerned in the least that not only may these guns kill
people in New York, but that they might kill people here in Virginia as
well?
When you see a backward legislative stratagem like this bill, protecting illegal gun dealers, you have to wonder if anything is being
done right. Will the Commonwealth of Virginia make the reporting of
citizens foolproof? Will it ever police the straw man loophole, close
the gun show loophole, or limit the capacity of ammunition clips? If
we do not do these things and more, we will have another day with
others standing in a candle-lit circle, heads bowed in grief, as we study
another killing field, asking how it could have happened, but knowing
that the reason it happened is because we did nothing to avoid it.
Christ cursed lawyers who put a burden on others and who lifted
not a finger to lighten the load.' 46 Let's lift more than a finger. Let's
write some law to save the lives of other innocents, put our shoulders
into it, and mean it, make a difference for the better here, and thus
may we honor the memory of those who died at Virginia Tech.

146

Compare Luke 11:46 with Matthew 23:4.

